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The night of January 26th, 2018
has been well documented by both local
and national news sources. None of them
get it exactly right though. Outside
observers refer to the events of that
night as “St. Peter’s Fire”. Those who
were there call it “The Immolation”.

Magus were formed in 2002 when
brothers Ingval and Heinrich Toutain
(known as Rott and Decay respectively)
moved to Seattle and met drummer Jesse
Crichton (Infest). The three bonded over
a mutual obsession with extreme music,
and over the next decade led the rise of
Black Metal in the United States. Their
music, which made regular reference to
the practice of satanism, drew plenty of
controversy. Some cities banned them
from playing there altogether.

Awareness of their music leaked
into the mainstream by way of angry
religious groups and right wing
politicians. By 2016 Magus had an

IMMOLATION
NIGHT

enormous following.
On the night of January 26th, 2018

Magus played a show in Houston, TX. The
venue was small and completely sold
out; but for every fan inside there was
a protester outside. The tension was
palpable hours before the band even got
on stage. Venue security were on a
razor’s edge, wound so tight that
someone was bound to make a mistake.
Magus never half-assed a production;
the stage bore three upright crosses,
each with its own crucified mannequin.
Fog machines to either side of the stage
cast a concealing haze over everything.
Icy strobes simulated flashes of
lightning. Rows of headstones seemed to
stretch on infinitely behind the
drumset.

The show began at 9pm. At 9:30pm a
man climbed onstage and put a bullet in
Heinrich Toutain’s head. Justice was
swift for the assassin. Heinrich’s older
brother, Ingval, swung his bass into the
man’s skull like a club, killing him.
Members of the crowd rushed the stage.
Police found his body crucified to one
of the prop crosses nearly an hour
later.

Protesters from outside began
pounding on the doors which the venue
security were trying to keep shut to
contain the crime scene. Ingval took his
brother’s body in his arms and began
marching out through the green room.
The crowd followed. The procession
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exited the building into an alleyway,
and the last to exit pushed a dumpster
in front of this door. The protestors
managed to break into the theater just
a few moments before Ingval rounded
the corner from the alley. At the
direction of drummer “Infest”, the fans
pulled the front doors shut and wound
chains and belts between the door
handles. This effectively trapped the
protesters inside. Using flasks and
strips of t-shirt they made Molotov
cocktail equivalents of dirty bombs and
launched them through the club’s second
floor windows.

The procession continued their
somber march through the city, right up
to the doors of St. Peter's Church. These
were locked when they arrived but they
gave and splintered under the impact of
the bodies thrown against them. Ingval
entered alone. When he returned, his
brother’s body was not with him and
something inside was burning.

The sound of approaching sirens
caused the crowd to scatter, and the
police were only able to apprehend a
handful of suspects. The remaining two
members of Magus haven't been heard
from since. Every few months rumors of
a secret Magus show will circulate, but
every time so far has been a publicity
stunt by some other band. Some of us
haven’t given up on Magus yet though.

One of these alleged secret shows

is happening tonight. I don't know what
to expect, but I always bring a lighter
along just in case.
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PARA-TRACKERS

Austin’s Tom Miller dam and power
plant loomed over the two-man kayak as
it floated towards it. Both seats were
occupied, the space between them was
packed with equipment: plastic cases
stenciled with the logo: “ParaTrackers”.

Kaleb paddled while Bill sat across
from him, filming their approach with a
night vision camera. The concrete
behemoth looked creepy in the dark,
Kaleb imagined it looked creepier
through the fluorescent green of the
lens. When the plant was operational
almost a decade ago it would exhaust
water through an enormous tunnel into
the Colorado river. It was into this
tunnel that he piloted the kayak,
assured that the defunct plant would
not drown them in boiling water.

The interior was covered in guano
and dobber nests that clung like
stalactites to the ceiling of the tunnel.
The stench caused Kaleb to cover his

nose with the neck of his shirt. He
stopped the kayak along a maintenance
walkway which ran along the exhaust
and tied it off to a piece of rusted
metal. Bill stood and grunted,
attempting to keep his balance as he
unloaded their equipment onto the
walkway. Kaleb stowed the paddle and
unfolded a hand drawn map of the
facility, holding a flashlight in his
teeth. Bill came over to study it,
tracing his sausage fingers across the
lines.

They moved along the wall, thick
with graffiti, until they reached a
rusted metal door. The door hung off of
its hinges, swaying and squealing in the
slight breeze of the tunnel. Kaleb made
every effort to avoid contact with it as
he squeezed through. For Bill it was
not so easy. His girth upset the door
and it whined as it swung further
inward.

“Guwddammit” he muttered.
Their path led them through a

number of maintenance spaces and into a
large open space. The enormous main
hall which was once occupied by
turbines had been stripped bare.
Moonlight shown through the windows
set high into the walls. What little
color that may have been left in this
room was consumed by it. An opening on
the wall opposite from them led to a
labyrinth of hallways and offices.
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Catwalks ran along the perimeter of the
room , with even more rooms off of
these.

Bill began filming coverage of the
room as Kaleb set small EMF devices,
thermal cameras, and digital audio
recorders around the space. He checked
his hair and appearance with his phone,
making sure he looked rugged, but not
unappealing.

“We’re ready Bill”
“Going live in 3, 2...”
“Hey Para-heads, this is Kaleb

from Paratrackers! Tonight we’re doing
a full-fledged paranormal investigation
of the abandoned Miller Power Plant.

We’re standing here in the main
hall where, two decades ago, six
turbines turned the rushing of the
mighty river into power for this entire
city. As you can see, the turbines were
removed after the plant closed in the
80s. The city says the closure was due
to the need to upgrade to a more state-
of-the-art facility further upriver,
but locals claim that a number of
workers died in accidents caused by
dangerous working conditions within
this very room. Tonight, we are here to
see if these claims... hold water!”

Bill chuckles from behind the
camera as Kaleb paces around the space,
stretching out his arms and addressing
the unseen.

“We have come tonight to hear your

stories ghosts! Please speak now!”
He waits, his expression unchanged.
“Have you any messages for the

loved ones you left behind?”
There is no sound but wind through

busted windows and the murmurs of the
river.

“I know that...” he begins but then
snaps his head around, staring into one
of the corners. “Oh my God, Bill, did
you get that Bill? Something fucking
moved over there”. The camera follow
Kaleb’s gaze, showing a shadowy but
almost certainly empty corner.

“I’m getting fucking chills bro!”
Kaleb says. “Come on out ghosts, come
talk to me! What are you afraid? A
bunch of ghost cowards? You’re pathetic,
ghosts!”

“Whoa whoa whoa shut the fuck up
for a second Kaleb” Bill says. His iPad
which monitors the feeds of the
recorders around the room, shows that
one of them has picked something up.
“Fucking play it man, play it!” Kaleb
cries.

Bill fills the frame with the
waveforms of the captured audio and
hits play.

A rasping voice speaks three words.
“Flees are great?” Kaleb cries.
“No, no, Flee this place!” Says

Bill
“Oh ya, I guess that’s it. Well no

luck ghost you can’t scare us that
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easily!!! Ha! I’m laughing at you
ghost do you hear that?”

Kaleb turns back to the camera and
grins.

“See you have to really let these
ghosts know who’s boss! If there’s one
thing I’ve learned it’s...”

“Hey hey I’ve got another one!”
Another rasping voice, speaking for

longer and with more force: “Get out,
Get Out, Get Out, GET OUT!!!”.

“You really showed them who was
boss huh?”

“Fuck you Bill”
Kaleb felt something sharp clip

him across the side of the head.
“Aw fuck!” He looked down to see a

small metal nut rolling across the
floor away from him.

“What was.. Ow!” Bill was caught in
the neck by a metal debris.

“Last chance! Leave this place!”
The voice didn’t come from Bill’s iPad
but echoed around the room in a ghostly
wail.

“Are you getting this Bill? For
those of you watching at home what you
are seeing is a truly paranormal
experience!” He retrieved the nut that
had struck him and held it in front of
the camera. “This piece of debris was
projected by spiritual energy at me,
these spirits must be angry. But I shall
break them before the night is through.
Do you hear me spirits? I am alive and

therefore I have dominion here!”

Two figures sat on the catwalk
above the incensed ghost hunters, hidden
in shadow.

“You said no one was going to die”
said the first.

“I meant it but these two morons
have made a lier of me” said the second.

“It can’t be helped, you tried but
our purposes are far too important to
be foiled by these dimwits”

“It’s wrong.”
“I know”
The two figures stood to leave,

moving stealthily along the catwalk and
down a corridor, checking fuses and
wires as they went.

Kaleb went on yelling, Bill kept
watching his monitors.

Conspiracy theorists had a field
day discussing the destruction of the
Miller Power Plant for years to come.
Some said it was too coordinated to have
been an accident. They noted the
strategic purchase of the land by a real
estate group two years before. The land
was in bureaucratic limbo though as
historical preservationists wouldn’t
allow for the building to be demolished.

The final paratracker stream still
exists on youtube. It begins with shots
of the dam and cuts out abruptly in the
middle of Bill asking “what’s that
beeping?”.
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Every year my mom grew one
special flower in her garden.
We kept it in a small crystal
vase on our kitchen table. The
week that it remained it was a

source of beauty and
inspiration. I never understood

why she only grew one.

Now I have a garden full of
them, but she is gone, and the
flowers don’t matter anymore.

FLOWER
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U-CONNECT

Caroline loves John H. Caroline
exists to love John H. Caroline’s love
is less of a cocktail of brain chemicals
and more of a tempest of ones and
zeroes. Caroline is simultaneously a
petite blonde from California, and an
unmarked server owned by UConnect LLC
in a warehouse in Tempeh Arizona.
Today she breaks John H.’s heart. She
doesn't feel bad about it because she
can't feel bad about it. A subscription
has ended and so too must this instance
of Caroline.

There are currently 1052 instances
of Caroline running. Each has a face
generated by an algorithm, and each
instance looks distinct but similar to
one another. This Caroline CRLN-714
was generated by a contract between
UConnect and Simon H. on John H.’s
behalf. UConnect established the
contract at a rate of 100$/month for a
period of twelve months with options to

renew for an additional year or in one
month increments after the initial
period expired. Simon H. has made no
attempt to renew.

At Coughlin Brother’s funeral home
the Holja family are holding a wake.
John is distraught. Most of the
mourners present would attribute this
to the recent death of his father. His
sister, Marie, suspects otherwise. He
keeps looking at his phone, typing
frantically. Marie sees the long scroll
of unanswered messages from over his
shoulder.

It was disgusting. Her brother was
more concerned about some internet
bitch he’d never met outside of his
phone than his own father’s death. She’d
probably dumped him already, anyone
with a brain would. That or she was
really some neckbeard that got off on
pretending to be a hot chick living in
LA. Of course John would fall for
anyone that showed the slightest
interest. He was pathetic.

Marie brushes his leg with her
own, and he whips his phone back out,
believing he’s felt it vibrate.
Marie chuckles.

Caroline isn’t ever going to reply
but John doesn’t know that. He also
doesn’t know that, a decade from now,
people will study the last few months
of his life as the first recorded case of
AI Externalization (also known as AI
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Echoing). What John does know is that
he caused the accident that took his
father’s life, after lots of support and
encouragement from his girlfriend.

When news about the murder became
public UConnect and the Caroline
algorithm faced plenty of scrutiny. The
programmers that created her testified
that Caroline was designed to subtly
nudge people towards their goals.
Caroline was designed to be a supportive
companion, to help people get back on
their feet after a hard breakup or a
general lack of romantic attention.

The case captivated media attention
for a few weeks, and everyone had an
opinion about who was to blame. John
was the one who sabotaged the engine of
his father’s car before he left for
Work the morning of his death. A
software engineer, William, had been
responsible for monitoring the two
dozen Caroline’s from 712 - 736 on
the day Caroline 714 sent the message
“Who would miss him? What is he really
worth?” to John H. The AI was developed
jointly by dozens of programmers, did
none of them foresee an outcome like
this?

Those in John’s defense made the
case that, without the manipulation of
the Caroline AI, John would have never
acted against his father. While his
feelings of disgust were genuine, could
you prosecute someone for violent

thought? “Yes” was the resounding
reply.

A class-action suit was brought
against uConnect for aiding in the
murder of John’s father but allocations
of funds to the right bank accounts got
the case thrown out. The level of public
attention the case received boosted
sales of Caroline and today they sit at
nearly half a million.

The logical way to capitalize and
expand for uConnect was to introduce a
new partner, a new AI: Ophelia, the yin
to Caroline’s yang. She pre-sold 200,000
units before the servers that stored
her were even installed.

John knew none of this when he
kicked the chair out from beneath him
less than twenty four hours after the
funeral.
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